Corona Mono

Introducing Amtico Décor, a
premium collection of stylish
flooring that will take you
effortlessly back to the Victorian
era. This heritage collection will
bring the opulence, flair and
creativity of this lavish period
into your home.

This striking and elegant
monochrome design will
make a bold statement.
The traditional pairing of
black and white makes a
stylish entrance when used
in a hallway.

DE SIGN ED A N D M A DE I N BR ITA I N

NEW COLLECT ION

AmticoDécor
with Amtico Signature

Created with White, Graphite Slate

MLIT.BRU.Z7.DECV1

For this intricate flooring, each
piece fits perfectly together to
create the finished design.

New AmticoDécor
The starting point for this timeless
collection was original designs
revived from the Amtico archives,
paving the way for a collection that
works equally well in traditional and
contemporary settings.
This versatile flooring can be used to
fill an entire space or as a statement
border to create a beautifully detailed
point of interest.

Water
Resistant

Spill and
splash resistant

Each tile is finished
with bevelled edges.

Corona Azure

Geo Oyster

Geo Graphite

AmticoDécor

Muted grey and stone
with flashes of ornate
blue create this stylish and
simple design. The delicate
use of five colours makes
this an accessible choice,
perfect for living spaces.

The contrasting colours
in this muted flooring
create an elegant and
memorable finish. A gentle
silver fleck adds a hint of
intrigue to this calm and
understated combination.

The subdued, dark
palette combines grey
and charcoal, creating a
subtle monochrome finish
that will create beautiful
floors throughout an
interior spaces.

Corona Pattern - This traditional Victorian style tile re-invents a classic. Complementing colours and repeating shapes join

Created with Glint Orb, Mink

Created with Graphite Slate, Grey

together to form a kaleidoscope pattern that creates a welcoming entrance.

Geo Pattern - Taking its name from Geometric; Geo is a contemporary pattern created from squares and triangles. Re-create
traditional tiled spaces with this versatile tile. Let the pattern flood the floor or use as a border to frame statement interior pieces.

Corona Mono - DC257
Border - DC257B
Corner - DC257C

Geo Oyster - DC260
Border - DC260B
Corner - DC260C

Corona Azure - DC258
Border - DC258B
Corner - DC258C

Geo Ecru - DC261
Border - DC261B
Corner - DC261C

Corona Sepia - DC259
Border - DC259B
Corner - DC259C

Geo Graphite - DC262
Border - DC262B
Corner - DC262C

Created with Mirabelle Crème,
Graphite Slate, Sky, Blue, Grey

Corona Sepia

Geo Ecru

The earthy tones of the five
colours in this design are
interrupted by a burst of
blue. This versatile flooring
would work well as a
complete floor or standout
border and perfectly suits a
traditional scheme.

The clever combination of
soft grey and warm cream
stone creates an inviting
and versatile combination
that brings a traditional
pattern in to a home.

Created with Tan, Graphite Slate,
Mirabelle Crème, Blue, Brown
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Created with Mirabelle Crème, Grey
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